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See notes at end of table.

17.815.418.014.516.961.531.746.864.454.5%          Percent cleared by arrest
13,434178,114949,240353,6101,480,964140,28338,61115,2362,320196,450          Offenses known

        59,611,735:              
     1,659 agencies; population
     Metropolitan counties

26.724.620.316.219.864.134.843.873.557.7%               Percent cleared by arrest
4,09044,140566,161136,073746,37449,65810,6835,92449066,755               Offenses known

             population 20,875,992:
          6,650 cities under 10,000;
          Group VI

24.619.422.514.920.961.333.041.374.453.0%               Percent cleared by arrest
4,48761,349640,027159,776861,15251,57817,8817,32066777,446               Offenses known

             population 25,318,472:  
          1,602 cities, 10,000 to 24,999;  
          Group V

22.215.320.812.818.857.931.138.669.349.1%               Percent cleared by arrest
5,38378,540638,155168,291884,98656,99524,1968,07281590,078               Offenses known

             population 24,649,814:
          712 cities, 25,000 to 49,999;
          Group IV

18.712.019.812.117.454.828.038.362.345.6%               Percent cleared by arrest
6,740120,591751,816216,4111,088,81878,20838,2559,6371,188127,288               Offenses known

             population 27,251,708: 
          396 cities, 50,000 to 99,999;        
          Group III                           
                                       

15.510.616.911.014.951.125.238.158.641.6%               Percent cleared by arrest
7,134162,922791,691232,9161,187,52987,38250,3459,7641,746149,237               Offenses known

             population 24,952,758:
          166 cities, 100,000 to 249,999;
          Group II

10.111.116.312.014.653.424.342.160.742.6%                    Percent cleared by arrest
6,553118,553449,583142,275710,41169,12642,6206,3261,630119,702                    Offenses known

                  population 12,486,921:
               35 cities, 250,000 to 499,999;

12.18.812.88.911.444.019.338.755.034.8%                    Percent cleared by arrest
6,733146,319537,146172,529855,99477,38050,2936,8512,032136,556                    Offenses known

                  population 14,360,988:
               22 cities, 500,000 to 999,999;

7.38.515.210.512.948.822.843.158.938.7%                    Percent cleared by arrest
5,717139,675408,006136,699684,38076,70352,8155,7731,857137,148                    Offenses known

                  population 13,805,573:
               8 cities, 1,000,000 and over;

10.09.414.710.312.948.522.041.258.038.5%               Percent cleared by arrest
19,003404,5471,394,735451,5032,250,785223,209145,72818,9505,519393,406               Offenses known

             population 40,653,482:
          65 cities, 250,000 and over;
          Group I

16.312.018.412.116.453.425.340.161.243.7%          Percent cleared by arrest
46,837872,0894,782,5851,364,9707,019,644547,030287,08859,66710,425904,210          Offenses known

        163,702,226:
     9,591 cities; population
     Total cities

17.113.018.312.916.555.626.241.862.646.3%     Percent cleared by arrest
64,1791,083,9885,983,7101,857,7008,925,398728,554329,57880,93913,6621,152,733     Offenses known

   248,320,178:   
13,612 agencies; population
Total all agencies
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By offense and population group, 2004

Offenses known to police and percent cleared by arresta
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aIncludes offenses cleared by exceptional means.
bThe number of agency reports used in arson clearance rates is less than those
used in compiling other offense clearance rates because arson is reported to the
FBI separately from other offenses.
cIncludes law enforcement agencies in cities with less than 50,000 inhabitants
and county law enforcement agencies that are within a Metropolitan Statistical
Area; excludes all metropolitan agencies associated with a principal city. The
agencies associated with suburban areas also will appear in other groups within
this table.

Source: U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Crime in
the United States, 2004 (Washington, DC: USGPO, 2005), pp. 266, 267. Table
adapted by SOURCEBOOK staff.

Note: See Note, table 4.1.2004. "An offense is 'cleared by arrest' or solved for crime report-
ing purposes when at least one person is: (1) arrested; (2) charged with the commission of
the offense; and (3) turned over to the court for prosecution. " The prosecution can follow
arrest, court summons, or police notice. An offense is also counted as cleared by arrest if
any of the following "exceptional" conditions pertain: (1) suicide of the offender; (2) double
murder; (3) deathbed confession; (4) offender killed by police or citizen; (5) confession by
offender already in custody or serving a sentence; (6) an offender prosecuted in another
jurisdiction for a different offense and that jurisdiction does not release offender to first juris -
diction; (7) extradition denied; (8) victim refuses to cooperate in prosecution; (9) warrant is
outstanding for felon but before arrest the offender dies of natural causes or as a result of
an accident, or is killed in the commission of another offense; or, (10) handling of a juvenile
offender either orally or by written notice to parents in instances involving minor offenses
where no referral to juvenile court is made as a matter of publicly accepted police policy.
(U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Reporting
Handbook (Washington, DC: USGPO, 1984), pp. 41, 42.) It should be noted that the arrest
of one person can clear several crimes or several persons may be arrested to clear one
crime.
     This table presents data from all law enforcement agencies submitting complete reports
for at least 6 months in 2004 (Source, p. 501). Beginning with publication of the 2003 data,
the "rural" county designation was changed to "nonmetropolitan" county. Population figures
are estimates calculated from U.S. Census Bureau data. For definitions of offenses, city
and suburban areas, and nonmetropolitan counties, see Appendix 3.

19.815.819.314.317.961.231.444.365.753.3%     Percent cleared by arrest
22,132312,2142,089,745630,1653,032,124232,08974,14227,3863,416337,033     Offenses known

   108,869,860:
7,129 agencies; population
Suburban areasc

24.326.017.715.817.864.440.645.874.260.6%          Percent cleared by arrest
3,90833,785251,885139,120424,79041,2413,8796,03691752,073          Offenses known

        25,006,217:
     2,362 agencies; population
     Nonmetropolitan counties
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